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Click-In™ Case for iPad Pro® 11-inch 3rd gen. (2021),
iPad Pro® 11-inch (2nd and 1st gen.) and iPad Air® (5th
and 4th gen.) 10.9-inch – Black

uk.targus.com/products/click-in-case-for-ipad-air-4th-gen-10-9-inch-ipad-pro-11-inch-3rd-2nd-1st-gen-black-
thz865gl

Model Number: THZ865GL

Please note that this tablet case is designed to fit the Apple iPad Pro 11-inch

3rd gen. (2021), iPad Pro 11-inch 2nd gen. (2020), iPad Pro 11-inch 1st gen.

(2018), iPad Air (5th gen.) 10.9-inch and iPad Air (4th gen.) 10.9-inch. Please

check the official model of your Apple iPad before purchasing to ensure that

it is compatible -

Features

Passes military grade 4’ drop testing*

Virtually any viewing angle and comfortable typing position

Patented custom-moulded tray with reinforced corners adds protection

Precision-cut access to controls, ports, and camera

Audio-enhancing sound scoops boost sound performance

Magnetic closure for secure transport

Integrated Apple Pencil®/stylus holder**

Limited lifetime warranty

Style and function join forces to deliver protection and performance for your iPad Pro®.

With military grade protection for drops up to 4 feet*, this Click-In™ Case for iPad Air®

(5th and 4th gen.) 10.9-inch and iPad Pro® 11-inch (3rd, 2nd and 1st gen.) offers peace of
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mind in a slim and stylish design. The patented custom-moulded tray with reinforced

corners secures and safeguards, while the strong magnetic closure ensures safe travel.

A simple flip transforms your case into a sturdy stand for comfortable typing. Flip again

for easy viewing. Virtually infinite viewing angles let you customise your view, while deep

grooves anchor the edge to keep your view stable. Enjoy added ease and convenience with

the integrated loop that keeps your Apple Pencil® or stylus close at hand**. Precision cut-

outs offer easy access to your controls, ports, and camera. Even your audio gets a boost

with a sound-enhancing design that directs sound back toward the user.

*As tested by an independent third party applying MIL-STD-810G, Method 516.6,

Procedure IV.

**This case does not function to magnetically charge or pair Apple Pencil.

Military Grade Drop Protection

Minor drops and bumps are no problem for this sturdy, structured case. In fact, the Click-

In™ passes rigorous MIL-STD 810G testing* to ensure it can protect your iPad Air® (5th

gen.) 10.9-inch, iPad Air® (4th gen.) 10.9-inch, iPad Pro® 11-inch 3rd gen. (2021), iPad

Pro® (11-inch) 2nd gen. or iPad Pro® (11-inch) 1st gen. from drops up to 4 ft.

Full Access, Full Functionality

A full-coverage flexible tray with reinforced corners allows access to all ports, buttons,

and controls. Precision cut-outs ensure the camera is accessible for photos or videos

without removing your iPad from the case.

Swipe or Type with Ease

The textured, non-slip interior lets you position your iPad in a range of reading or viewing

angles for watching videos or interacting with your screen, or flip the cover back for a

comfortable typing angle.

Specifications
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Works With

iPad Air® (5th gen.) 10.9-inch, iPad Air® (4th gen.) 10.9-inch, iPad Pro® 11-inch

3rd gen. (2021), iPad Pro® (11-inch) 2nd gen., iPad Pro® (11-inch) 1st gen.

Colour

Black

Collection

Click-In

Dimensions

26 x 1.5 x 19.2 cm

Weight

0.38 kg

Material

PU

Warranty

Limited Lifetime Warranty

EAN

5051794033946

Country of Origin

China

 

 


